
remove, rinse with 
hot water until water 

clear

Dry with hairdryer - wax or re 
install and apply chosen 

lubricant

NEW Chains with Factory Grease
Ceramic Speed UFO  CLEAN (*recommended)

On BIKE 

OFF BIKE 
(*recommended)

100ml ufo clean in a 
container

Soak 5 mins, agitate 1 
min.

Follow CS video instructions here - recommend use hot water for rinse vs cold water;

https://www.ceramicspeed.com/en/cycling/shop/ufo-products/ufo-clean-drivetrain

NEW Chains with Factory Grease
Solvent Clean (mineral turps / white spirits + methylated spirits / denatured alcohol or degreaser spray

*Check google  / local hardware store for equivalent solvent if above not available or called a different name

*Take care re braking surfaces

Rinse with alcohol 
spray if possible 

(methylated spirits, 
isopropyl),or hot 

water.

Dry with hairdryer and apply 
chosen lubricant. 

Clip on chain cleaners can be a good option if removing chain - ever - is not for you - much less product dripping onto floor / braking surfaces - however they need a lot of 
baths due to small reservoir. Again recommend UFO Clean for solvent if possible due to it being extremely concentrated and able to absorb a lot of contaminated lubricant

OFF BIKE 
(*recommended)

15 mins soak-Mineral 
turps - 250ml

Agitate 1 min. 2 x 
further agitated 

baths, 250ml per bath

2 x 250ml agitated 
methylated spirits 

baths

Dry with hairdryer - wax or re 
install and apply chosen 

lubricant

On BIKE 

Campy chains 4 baths total vs 3, sram chains 5 baths.

Degreaser spray - any - 
enviro friendly is 

preferable if budget 
allows

Put through as much 
as you feel is viable. 
Allow 5 mins soak.

Dry with hairdryer - wax or re 
install and apply chosen 

lubricant

How clean is clean? There is a huge variance in how dirty your chain may be depending on lubricant used, how old, conditions 
ride in etc. It is possible that 2 rounds may not remove all contamination. Balance age of chain & cost of chain with how much 
product cost you want to put through to attempt to properly clean. This is more important if switching to waxing. If a drip lube is 
less effective - thats one thing. Contaminating your pot of wax can be a much larger problem. 

Existing used chains
Ceramic Speed UFO CLEAN (*recommended)

OFF BIKE 
(*recommended)

100ml ufo clean in a 
container

Soak 5 mins, agitate 1 
min. Remove. Wipe 
chain. Wipe clean 

container

2nd bath - 100ml, 
agitate 1min.

remove, rinse with hot water 
until water clear

If possible repeat 
until turps is coming 

out quite clean.

This maybe 8 baths. It 
maybe 12+ baths. 

2 x 250ml agitated 
methylated spirits baths

On BIKE Put through as much 
as you feel is viable. 

Allow 5 mins soak 
time if cleaning wax 

lubricant

Rinse with alcohol 
spray if possible 

(methylated spirits, 
isopropyl),or hot 

water.

Dry with hairdryer and apply 
chosen lubricant. 

Existing used chains

How clean is clean? There is a huge variance in how dirty your chain main be depending on lubricant used, how old, conditions ride in etc. It is possible that even generous 
application may not remove all contamination. Balance age of chain & cost of chain with how much product cost you want to put through to attempt to properly clean. This 
is more important if switching to waxing. If a drip lube is less effective - thats one thing. Contaminating your pot of wax can be a much larger problem. 

**For full information refer to Chain Clean Prep FAQ guide - instructions tab**

**For full information refer to Chain Clean Prep FAQ guide - instructions tab**

**UFO CLEAN MUST BE "DRIVETRAIN" version not ufo clean for bearings

**UFO CLEAN MUST BE "DRIVETRAIN" version not ufo clean for bearings

Dry with hairdryer - wax or re 
install and apply chosen 

lubricant

How clean is clean? There is a huge variance in how dirty your chain may be depending on lubricant used, how old, conditions 
ride in etc. It is possible that 2 rounds may not remove all contamination. Balance age of chain & cost of chain with how much 
product cost you want to put through to attempt to properly clean. This is more important if switching to waxing. If a drip lube is 
less effective - thats one thing. Contaminating your pot of wax can be a much larger problem. 

On BIKE 
Degreaser spray - any - 

enviro friendly is 
preferable if budget 

allows

Put through as much 
as you feel is viable. 

Allow 5 mins soak

Rinse with alcohol 
spray if possible 

(methylated spirits, 
isopropyl),or hot 

water.

Dry with hairdryer - and apply 
chosen lubricant

Solvent Clean (mineral turps / white spirits + methylated spirits / denatured alcohol or degreaser spray

How clean is clean? There is a huge variance in how dirty your chain main be depending on lubricant used, how old, conditions ride in etc. It is possible that even generous 
application may not remove all contamination. Balance age of chain & cost of chain with how much product cost you want to put through to attempt to properly clean. This 
is more important if switching to waxing. If a drip lube is less effective - thats one thing. Contaminating your pot of wax can be a much larger problem. 

OFF BIKE 
(*recommended)

Agitated container 
baths (250ml) of 

mineral tuprs 


